
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LDA ONE: EN 54-16 certified Public Address and Voice Alarm system  

 
 

User Manual 



 

SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS 

Please, read carefully these security instructions: 

1. Keep this User Manual for future uses. 
2. The equipment must be connected to a bipolar power cut-off switch according to the low voltage 

regulation and must be accessible for disconnection. 
3. The appliance should not be exposed to water and objects filled with liquids should not be placed on 

the appliance. Do not use liquid or spray detergent for cleaning. Do not put this equipment in humid 
areas. 

4. No flame sources, such as lighted candles, should be placed on the apparatus. 
5. Install this equipment on a safe surface. If you do not place the equipment on a safe surface, it may 

fall and be damaged. 
6. Cover grids serve for ventilation. DO NOT COVER THE GRIDS. Leave 5 cm on each side for proper 

ventilation. 
7. The equipment should only be opened by qualified or trained personnel. 
8. The equipment must be connected to a plug with protective grounding. 
9. Pay attention to the connection polarity when operating the equipment with a direct current (DC) 

power source. The reverse polarity connection can cause damage to the equipment, or to the power 
supply. 

10. If any of these situations arise, let technical staff check the equipment: 
a) The power cord or plug is damaged. 
b) Liquid has infiltrated inside the equipment. 
c) The equipment has been exposed to moisture. 
d) The equipment has not worked well or does work following the instructions given in the manual. 
e) The equipment has been dropped and damaged. 
f) The equipment has obvious signs of damage. 

11. The wiring must be carried out only by trained personnel. Disconnect the audio inputs and outputs 
while making connections or disconnecting the equipment from the power supply. Be sure to use the 
proper cables to make the connections. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

LDA ONE public address (PA) and voice alarm (VA) system is certified according to the requirements of EN 54-
16 and EN 54-4, ensuring a safe and controlled emergency evacuation. Its high performance, versatility and 
audio quality make it a powerful and affordable music and voice distribution system for all types of 
installations. 

This user manual is valid for the following equipment and accessories of the series: 

• ONE 500. Evacuation station 
• Battery Charger. Battery management module according to EN54-4 

• LDATFL2. End of line device 

• LDAMPS-8Z. Expandable 8-zone microphone. 

• LDAVAP-1. Firefighter panel with optional zone selection. 

Other accessories: 

• Wall mounting kit 

• Rack mounting kit 

.1.1. General description 

 

.1.1.1. Luminous indicators 

The status indicators show continuously the working condition of the equipment or system. They are located 
next to the left side of the screen. 

a) PWR: “POWER”. Green 
It glows while the equipment receives power from any of the possible power sources. 

b) EMG: “EMERGENCY”. Red 
It glows when the equipment is in emergency state (voice alarm), both by manual activation or by automatic 
activation. This activation comes from the Fire Panel, and goes to any of the available emergency entrances. 

Simultaneously, an audible continuous warning will be emitted. This warning can be silenced by pressing 
“BACK” button. 

c) FLT: “FAULT”. Yellow 
It glows while the equipment is in failure state. This indicator activates automatically after detecting a failure 
in any of the supervised functions.  

Simultaneously, when the indicator turns on, an intermittent audible warning is issued. This warning can be 
muted by the "BACK" control, and it will be silenced automatically when the emergency microphone is used. 

d) PA: “PUBLIC ADDRESS” White 
If this white light glows, the system is not in emergency state. 

 

Figure 1: Control panel 
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.1.1.2. Controls 

a) Scroll controls 
They are located next to the right side of the display. They allow movement through the use and configuration 
menus. The central button is the ENTER/OK function, to access the menu and for operations that require 
confirmation. 

b) Direct Access controls 

• OK button: Pressing 2 seconds makes the indicator test. 
• RESET / RST: Pressing 2 seconds it allows to restart the operating condition of the equipment when it 

is in emergency or fault state. 

• BACK: 
o Menu navigation: goes up one level/returns. Pressing 2 seconds it returns to the initial screen 

and restarts the access level. 
o Acoustic alarm mute function when it is sounding, either for “EMG” or for “FLT” states. 

.1.2. User profiles. Access level. Password 

Access levels define the different profiles that can use different options on the equipment/system. Each of 
the access levels has permission to accede to different menu options. Level 1 is the access level with less 
permissions, while level 4 is the access level with more available options. 

Generally, depending on the access level the user is allowed to: 
a) Level 1: Visualize EN54 elements and use of the PA systems use (*) 

b) Level 2: System management and emergency functions. Default:0002 

c) Level 3: System configuration and advanced options. Default:0003 
d) Level 4: Only the manufacturer can accede to these options 

Each screen that implements functions which demand a user level to be acceded will require access to the 
user level necessary for these functions. A user with higher level access will be able to accede to lower level 
functions. 

To accede with a certain level of access or to configure the access mode, the Login menu is used. Access mode 
by confirmation or by 4-digit password access can be selected. 

The login has a validity time of 5 minutes. Pressing the BACK button for 2 seconds, it will return to the home 
screen with user level 1. 

(*) PA level: A password access for the PA controls to accede the functions of volume, routing, etc. can be 
configurated optionally. 

2. INSTALLATION 

The equipment allows the installation in wall or rack in vertical or horizontal orientation. Installation 
accessories are available to make the installation procedure easier. 
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.2.1. Orientation changes 

For the change of orientation, the 4 screws that fix the front of the equipment to the chassis are removed. 
This way the front can be released, which can be changed so that the controls are accessible according to 
their final position. 

.2.2. Inputs and outputs 

In this chapter, the connectors of the equipment are described. 

.2.2.1. Power 

The equipment has redundant power according to EN54-4 thanks to the battery charger accessory. The range 
of power supply in AC is universal type between 90 and 240V input and frequency of 50 or 60Hz with 
integrated power factor correction (PFC). 

The backup source consists of a battery that is installed internally with the included battery charger, that 
needs activation. 

Figure 2: Fixation of the front and interior view 
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 a ) Main power input 

The power connection is made by direct 
wiring to the interior of the equipment, it 
must include the power disconnection 
elements externally. To manipulate the 
equipment, the external power must be 
disconnected. 

There is a 1.5-2.5mm three-pole cable 
connector marked for Phase, Neutral and 
Ground. The cable can be inserted and 
removed thanks to the push button. 

 b ) Connection to batteries 

The equipment has a space reserved for 12V lead-acid sealed type batteries with a maximum size of 167 
(height) x181 (width) x76 (depth) mm. 

The equipment consumes 9Ah of battery for each 24h of rest and 8Ah for each hour of evacuation to 
maximum power. With the recommended battery brand YUASA NP17-12I we have 17Ah to cover the reserve 
needs required in most cases. 

For the connection to the battery, the necessary cable is provided for connection with the compatible 
terminals for the recommended or certified battery models. 

 c ) Battery installation 

Before installing the battery, it is recommended to completely turn off the equipment using the cut-off 
switches located in the power supply circuit, near the input cables. This disconnection allows the assembly of 
the battery in a safe way avoiding the possible involuntary short circuits. They are marked as disconnection 
AC and DC respectively, to the right of the image. 

Additionally, a safety fuse for the battery input is available, located on the supply plate. 

To install the battery, it is necessary to unscrew the fixing part and release the cable from the transport 
fastening points, marked with arrows in the image. 

 

 

Figure 3: Power connections 

 

Figure 4: Battery installation 
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.2.2.2. Interface with fire central 

The emergency activation interface is indicated for interconnecting with the fire control and indication 
equipment (CIE). All input connections are supervised in the event of failure in the transmission line. This 
interface is composed of three sections. 

The connection is made through female Euroblock connectors supplied with the equipment. The cable section 
range for each pole of this connector is: 0.14 → 1.5mm2 (30 → 14 AWG). 

 a ) General emergency activation input 

ONE has two supervised inputs for voltage-free dry contact 
connections: Restart and Emergency. In order to supervise the 
link, the connection of the dry contact to the equipment must be 
carried out by means of two external 10KΩ resistors (supplied with 
the equipment), placed at the output of the fire panel, as 
indicated in figure 6. 

Function: When the general emergency entrance (EMG) is 
activated by a dry contact, the equipment will automatically 
change the working mode to an emergency state, and emit the 
voice evacuation message through all zones of the system. When 
the reset input (RST) is activated, the equipment will exit the 
emergency operation mode and return to the idle state. 

NOTE: To avoid unwanted activation problems, the system does 
not allow the alarm activation inputs to perform the EMG, RST, EMG sequence instantaneously. The second 
consecutive activation will leave about 2 seconds of margin. 

 b ) Zone emergency activation inputs 

These inputs are connected in the same way as the general input to allow link supervision. 

Default function: Activating the dry contact of a zone entry Z1 ... Z6 will activate the general emergency status 
and the list of evacuation messages in that zone will be reproduced. The rest of the zones by default will 
reproduce the list of alert messages, but this can be changed in the configuration menu. 

If the lock is deactivated, message playback will stop, but a restart operation is required to return to idle or 
PA mode. 

 

Figure 5: Interface with fire Central 

 

Figure 6: CIE Supervised connection 
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 c ) State output 

These are dry contacts that will indicate if the equipment is in emergency or failure state (respectively) when 
they are closed. (N.O.) 

They allow a maximum current of 350mA and a voltage of 350V. 

 d ) RS-485/MODBUS interface 

Communication port in RS-485 base half-duplex for communication with the fire central. It needs to be 
connected by 2 twisted wires (A, B) plus a GND wire. 

This port is disabled by default, it needs to be activated in “Configuration”. 

.2.2.3. Speaker line output, zones 

The equipment has 6 zone outputs. Each line connection has two (+ and -) terminals for the connection of 
loudspeakers on 100V or 70V public address lines. 

The total power of the equipment can be distributed between the zone outputs according to the design of 
the installation, but avoiding to exceed the limit per output: Zones 1 and 2 500W, Zones 3,4,5,6 120W. 

The connection is made using a 2-pin female Euroblock connector and 5.08mm pitch (supplied with the 
equipment). The cable section range for each pole of this connector is: 0.5 → 2.5mm2 (22 → 12 AWG). 

NOTE: The output voltage of up to 100V can be dangerous, so you must ensure the correct isolation of the 
speaker lines. Check that there is no short circuit, false contacts or grounding in any of its wires. 

Backup amplifier: The backup amplifier is connected internally automatically, no connection needed. 

.2.2.4. Audio source inputs 

The system integrates a total of 3 inputs for program 
music and/or microphones (read audio input 
configuration section for more details). Next to each 
entrance there is a light indicator of audio signal that is 
activated with a signal above -40dBV. 

Audio entrances connections are made by Euroblock 
connectors that allow cable section between 0,14 → 
1,5mm2 (30 → 14 AWG). Input impedance: 10 KΩ.  

 

 

Figure 8: Audio source inputs 

Figure 7: Speaker line outputs 
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 a ) Inputs “1” and “2” 

Music or priority signal inputs. They allow an activation trigger by dry contact or signal level, with 
configuration of routing to zones. Entry level 1Vrms. Balanced Audio. 

 b ) Input “3” 

This input is intended only for use as program music, since it does not have activation trigger. Input level 1 
Vrms, balanced audio. 

 c ) Input “4”, Integrated Mixer 

ONE has a fourth input, that does not have an external connector, since it is a mixer integrated in the DSP that 
uses the 3 inputs. 

.2.2.5. Input for microphones and ACSI devices 

This input allows the connection of up to 8 compatible devices such as MPS-8 microphones or emergency 
management panels VAP-1. 

The ACSI input integrates audio, communications and power allowing the emergency devices to be fed 
directly from the integrated backup source. 

The connection is made using standard UTP network cable T568B. The connection is made by bus, with a 
maximum connection length of 1000m. 

This input has a LED signal indicator for audio tests and a status LED that indicates that there are connected 
devices. 

.2.2.6. LINK output 

This connector is intended for future interconnection between ONE devices and form a system of up to 24 
zones. It integrates 2 audio channels and communications between units. 

The cable used is the same as in the ACSI connector, allowing up to 500m between devices. 

.2.2.7. Pre-amplified outputs, PRE-AMP OUTPUTS 

There are 4 outputs at line level (1Vrms) that can be connected to external equipment such as booster 
amplifiers. 

 

Figure 9: PA system devices connection 
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These outputs can be configured to obtain the same audio as the 
zones, or as recording output of the messages of microphones in 
evacuation. 

The connection is made through Euroblock connectors with 3 
contacts and 3.81mm pitch (supplied with the equipment). The 
cable section range for each pole of this connector is: 0.14 → 
1.5mm2 (30 → 14 AWG). The maximum output load is 10Kohm. 

.2.2.8. Atenuator override output, OVERRIDE 

The control board has 6 attenuator override outputs for 
public address lines. In idle state their voltage is 0V. In 
active state, each output has a voltage of 24 VDC and 20 
mA of maximum current. Each exit consists in two poles. 

The connection is made through female euroblock 
connectors with 2 contacts and pitch 3.81mm (supplied 
with the device). The cable section range for each pole of 
this connector is: 0.14 → 1.5mm2 (30 → 14 AWG). 

.2.2.9. Intern connections 

The system has several connection ports available for internal wiring, some of them must never be 
manipulated by the user. 

 a ) USB 

Type A USB connector for external 
memory connection (PEN-DRIVE) 
that allows message import, 
firmware update, etc. 

 b ) Micro SD card connector 

This connection is used for the 
expansion of the system software as 
the installation of the battery 
charger according to EN54-4. 

 c ) Expansion module 

This connector is an expansion 
module intended for future 
extensions of the system. Future 
options for the system will be to 
provide the simple or redundant 
Ethernet connection equipment and 
redundant control loop for 
interconnected ONE equipments. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Ilustración 11: Salida Anulación Atenuadores 

 

Illustration 10: Preamplified outputs 

 

Ilustración 12: Otras conexiones internas 
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3. CONFIGURATION AND COMMISSIONING 

Once the necessary connections are made, the elements and options used in the system will have to be 
configured. 

.3.1. Power 

Before activating the power, it is important to check the service switches that disable the AC and battery 
inputs, see figure 3. Just by connecting the equipment to the electrical network, it should turn on correctly. 
The front power indicator lights up and the firmware version appears on the display during startup and the 
startup screen. 

.3.1.1. Battery charger installation 

Before connecting the equipment, it is recommended to install the battery charger activation card. 

Memory card includes battery charger software. It is installed using the micro SD card connector. The metal 
tab should be moved following the OPEN arrow and then lifting it. Place the card, lower the metal tab and 
move in the opposite direction LOCK to leave it fixed. When the equipment is turned on, the firmware is 
automatically loaded. The option to activate the charger and battery monitoring must appear in the 
configuration menu. 

.3.2. Automatic configuration. Autoset. 

The automatic configuration function saves much configurating time for users of the ONE system. The 
operation of the automatic configuration system makes the adjustments according to what is detailed in the 
following sections. Any configuration can be edited manually using the on-screen menu. 

This configuration verifies the elements according to the requirements of EN54 standard, any different 
configuration must be done manually. It is recommended to set the date and time before the automatic 
configuration. 

The automatic configuration is launched by pressing OK on the AutoSetup option in the Configuration / 
System menu. 

.3.2.1. Speaker zones and lines 

An automatic check of the loudspeaker lines is made by ONE, looking for whether or not these lines are used. 
They must be connected in order, since when the equipment detects a line with higher impedance than the 
measurement range it considers that neither this line nor the following ones will be used. See model 
specification. 

When a user wants to use a line with high impedance, a non-return line terminator must be set so that the 
equipment recognizes it as a zone in use. All detected zones will be configured with active line supervision. 
These settings can be adjusted from the configuration menu. 

With the default configuration, volume controllers cannot be used, since the impedance of the line varies 
according to the adjusted level. 

.3.2.2. Evacuation messages. Messages 

In case of having connected a USB memory with valid messages (located in your folder) the system will import 
the messages into the internal memory. After that, it checks that at least there is an evacuation message in 
internal memory, and takes the messages in the internal memory as a reference for checking. Otherwise, it 
will notify a message failure. 
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The folders to import are: 
a) ..\DATA01\EVAC for evacuation. 
b) ..\DATA01\ALERT for alert. 

All the messages in each folder will be imported until the space is filled. The play sequence will be alphabetical. 
If the number is the same, it overwrites the intern message. 

Important note: File names must be 8 character without blanks. 

.3.2.3. ECI interface 

The system checks that the inputs are connected correctly with the specified terminators. When the 
terminators are detected, the supervision of the general inputs and the zone inputs that have them connected 
will be activated. If the terminators are not detected, they will remain without activated supervision, in dry 
contact mode. 

.3.2.4. Battery 

Battery management depends on the installation of an EN54-4 battery charger. The system checks if it is 
installed or if the valid license is found on the USB drive. In this case, it will check that there is a battery 
installed, checking the voltage and the internal impedance. The minimum working voltage is 10.5V, with a 
maximum impedance of 100mOhms. These parameters can be checked inside the battery monitor to check 
the battery and charger status. 

.3.2.5. ACSI devices 

Connected ACSI devices are automatically discovered after some seconds. With the automatic configuration 
these devices are registered in the system as installed devices so that an error will appear if, later, an 
emergency panel is disconnected. 

It must be verified that the addresses of the devices are correctly configured and that the line terminator of 
the last bus device is active. 

.3.2.6. Audio inputs 

Default configuration: Inputs 1 and 2 activate by maneuver and input 3 is active in all zones. 

.3.2.7. Backup amplifier 

Backup amplifier is activated automatically. Speaker supervision will be detected as a failure if any of them 
stops working or does not offer the fabric gain level. 

.3.2.8. Date and time 

The automatic system does not change the time of the ONE master system. It must be adjusted manually. In 
the case of interconnected systems the time of the master is automatically distributed to the slaves.  

.3.3. Manual configuration 

Configuration menu allows to adjust manually the system as a number of devices, zones, input and volume 
configuration, DSP settings, battery, messages, firmware, etc. 
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.3.3.1. Audio inputs 

a) Inputs 1 y 2 configuration: 
1. Vumeter and volume adjusting from -100 to 12dB 

2. Trigger Mode: These entrances can be configurated with 3 trigger modes. TTL maneuver for dry 
contact normally opened, noise gate (VOX) or always on. 

3. Trigger Level: It adjusts activation level for the noise gate (VOX). 
4. In “always on” mode, higher priority source will occupy all the zones in which it is selected. 
5. Equalizer: It allows to activate and configurate the input parametric equalizer. 
6. Compressor: It activates a limit compressor to improve the dynamic range at the input. 
7. Override: Whenever a priority input is activated, it activates the override outputs to which it is 

routed. 
8. Label: It allows to configure a name for this input. 

b) Mixer input, MIX. 
The mixer is a tool that allows a user to work with priority sources with no need to stop the background music. 
Same as inputs 1 and 2 allows the use of override, level adjustment, and, in addition, it allows to: 

1. Volume: Selection of the level of each source. 
2. Inputs: Selection of the sources entering the amplifier. 
3. Mix Fade: It configurates the attenuation of the non-priority sources when the priority source is 

activated. 
4. Priority levels (higher to lower default priorities): Source 1, source 2, MIX source, source 3. 

.3.3.2. PA/VA microphones. ACSI devices 

In order to personalize ACSI devices configuration, these systems must be installed previously in the system, 
using AutoSetup or ACSI/Install menu. 

Each direction of the bus is installed indicating the device type. Devices installed on the system are monitored 
and will show there is a failure if disconnected. 

a) Vumeter: It indicates level of the signal in the common entrance. (It must only be considered when 
the device is active) 

b) Volume: Entrance level adjustment between -100 and +12dB. 

c) Override: It configurates the activation of override outputs. For VA devices the adjustment is similar, 
except for the override outputs, that in VA mode are active when the zone is in emergency mode. 

d) Label: It allows to edit one label for this device. 

.3.3.3.  Audio Outputs 

In this menu, amplification outputs, pre-amplified outputs and the LINK connection for slave devices are 
configured.  

 a ) Master 

Master output manages the main amplifier and the backup amplifier at the same time. PA/VA volumes are 
configurated, parametric equalizer output, 70 and 100 V lines mode and Loudness. 

Amplifier Supervision allows or disallows amplifier supervision and monitors gain and temperature 
parameters. 

 b ) Pre-Out 

The pre-amplified outputs can be used by external amplifiers for zone power boost or emergency alarm 
recorder. 

Each output has independent volume adjustment. 
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Link to zone configures to which zone it is integrated, to receive the same audio as this zone. 

The recording output is assigned to the pre-out number 4, so that it reproduces the voice messages that are 
issued to the evacuation zones. 

 c ) LINK-OUT 

Intended for extended systems. You can select the sending of a master input source to the slaves. 

.3.3.4. Zone configuration. Zones 

It configures the number of zones that the system unit has. For each zone its label and line supervision 
parameters can be individually configured. 

a) Supervision: Enables or disables the supervision of the line/zone 
b) Impedance: It is the value saved at the time of calibration. 
c) LastMeas: Reports the impedance value of the last measurement. 
d) Calibrate: It starts a new calibration of the line. It should be done only when you are sure that the 

line is correct. The equipment has a maximum limit of measurement (600 Ohms), when the 
impedance exceeds that limit it will show the value “9999”. A line terminator should be used in those 
cases. 

e) Lower Tol% and Lower Tol%: These are the variation limits allowed in percentage referring the 
impedance calibrated to indicate open circuit or short circuit. 

f) Label: Allows you to edit the label of the zone. 

.3.3.5. Battery charger. Battery 

In the battery menu you can disactivate the battery monitoring, the integrated charger and monitor the 
battery status. 

Some menu options are only available if the charging accessory is installed. 
a) Monitor: In this section we can see the state of the battery: voltage, impedance, state of the charger, 

charging current and temperature. 
b) Charger Enable: Enables / disables the battery charger. 
c) Supervision: Enables monitoring of battery status and fault detection. 
d) Temp Sensor: Enables monitoring of the battery temperature sensor. 
e) Faults Levels: The minimum battery voltage and the maximum impedance can both be adjusted. 

Factory values are 10.5V and 100mOhms. It is not recommended to modify these values. 

Work and monitorization 

To help the user in the diagnostic of the battery state, the equipment has the monitor menu: 
a) Voltage: It indicates the actual voltage of the battery. 
b) Impedance: Battery impedance value measured. 
c) Chg status: Charger status. It indicates the actual state of the charge: 

1. Disabled: Disactivated charger. 
2. Bulk: Phase of maximum intensity of load where it is possible to reach 80% of the load in the 

shortest time, has a limit of 24h, if it fails to finish this stage it will indicate a "Chg timeout" 
fault. 

3. Absorption: In this phase, the charging current decreases progressively until the battery 
reaches 100% charge. It also has a limit of 24 hours according to regulations. 

4. Float: The battery is fully charged and this is the state to keep it at 100% charge. The voltage 
will be normally between 13 and 13.8V. 

d) Current: It indicates the charging current in this moment. 

e) Temperature: Sensor temperature value measured in C. 
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.3.3.6. Import and edit messages. Messages 

To edit evacuation and alert messages the system has the following options: 
a) Import messages: it searches for the ubication in the USB drive and imports all the messages found 

in the DATA folders selected, in the range 00-99. 
1. ..\DATAxx\Messages\EVAC\ for evacuation messages. 
2. ..\DATAxx\Messages\ALERT\ for alert messages. 

b) Messages with the same name are replaced, and messages with different names are added. 
c) Backup: A backup of the current messages can be made, and they will be saved in the folder: 

DATAxx\....... 
d) Erase: This command allows to erase all the intern memory messages. 

e) Playlists: This option serves to check about the playlists and the order in which they will be played. It 
allows you to delete messages one by one. 

.3.3.7. ECI Inputs 

It allows to configure the dry contact inputs as well as the activation and configuration of the RS-485 MODBUS 
bus for operation with integrated fire control panels. 

a) EMG / RST. Menu to activate the function and the joint supervision of these 2 inputs. 
b) ECI Zx. It allows to activate the function and supervision of emergency contacts by area. 
c) ECI Autoalert. Activates the automatic alert mode, launching alert messages in the rest of the zones 

when an emergency activation is generated. 
d) RS485 Conf. Configures the communications port parameters. 
e) RS485 AutoSend. It activates the supervision mode, every minute it sends and must receive a 

command from the control panel, otherwise it activates the link failure with the fire panel. 

.3.3.8. System. System configuration 

Configuration of general system parameters: 
a) AutoSetup: The system launches the automatic system configuration as according to EN54. 
b) Date/Time: Configurate date and time for a correct working of the failure and emergency logs. 

c) Factory Reset: It configures the system with the fabric settings. 
d) FW_Update: It allows to actualize the firmware version with a file in the USB drive. 

.3.3.9. Load/Save. Save and load configuration. 

The system configuration can be saved or charged: 
a) Export Sys CFG: It sends a copy of the system configuration to the USB memory. Selecting the number 

it will save the parameters in the \DATAxx folder. If there is a previous configuration, it overwrites the 
previous data. 

b) Import Sys CFG: It imports data from DATAxx folder selected from the USB memory. 
c) Load/Save CFG. It loads or saves in the intern memory the actual system configuration. 

.3.4. Advanced configuration 

Some configuration parameters are not available in the menu because they are not common. The advanced 
documentation or contact technical support can be consulted for more information. Some examples of these 
parameters are: 

a) Modify supervision times of loudspeaker lines or amplifiers. 
b) Use of SD card for pre-recorded messages. 
c) Pre-outs: It is possible to make the adjustment of the output independent from the master. It can 

also be configured that the audio does not depend on the available internal amplifiers. 
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4. SYSTEM USE 

.4.1. Main screen 

The start screen will show relevant information as specified in EN54 standard. 

By default, it will show the message PA/VA System <Ready>. 

When the emergency or failure state is activated, it will show automatically the registration screen for each 
case. 

 

.4.2. Emergency management. VA Operator. 

When the user enters the emergency menu, the level 2 access password will be requested. This menu allows 
the manual control of the emergency system to make the installation tests. 

These actions require level 2 access, default password 0002. 

.4.2.1. Launch evacuation and alert 

The general emergency release or by zone is allowed from the control panel, being able to issue warning or 
evacuation messages in the necessary zones. 

The two modes can be activated for the same area, this way you will have the highest priority source at each 
moment. When the evacuation mode is deactivated, you will switch to Alert mode, and, in this case, live 
messages have more priority than recorded messages. 

To launch evacuation, access the Launch EVAC menu by selecting the zones / s and confirming the order. 

.4.2.2. Stop voice alarm. Silenced zones 

When any or all of the zones are silenced, the reproduction of the evacuation and warning messages in the 
selected zone/s is disabled, but keeping the evacuation status in the area. It can be silenced in the Silence 
sub-menu, selecting the zone (s) to be silenced. 

.4.2.3. Unable emergency state. Restart 

The Reset System option performs the same function as the direct access push button on the front panel, 
restarting the system by removing the emergency configuration and restarting also the active faults. 

You can do a manual reset by zones, using Reset Zones. Unlike the silenced zones, this zone would leave the 
state of emergency. 

Note: If the emergency was activated remotely, it will activate again after a few seconds. If the failures persist, 
they will be reactivated within the time required by regulation. 
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.4.2.4. System state 

At any moment, the system state can be tested, using the general emergency indicator. To know the state of 
each zone, the user has to accede the EMG monitor menu. This menu shows, for each of the zones, the actual 
state and the source of emergency active in the zone. 

.4.3. PA management. PA Operator 

In this menu, public address settings can be made. The level of access required will be, by default, level 1, but 
a specific password can be configured in cases in which the user does not want to allow access. 

.4.3.1. Volume adjustment 

The volume of the entrances and the output amplifier (master) can be adjusted. The adjustment range of the 
inputs is -100dB to + 10dB. The amplification range is -100dB to 0dB. 

The general volume can also be adjusted with the “up” and “down” buttons directly from the main screen. 

.4.3.2. Matrix 

In the matrix, the inputs routed to each zone are selected. The adjustment is made by zone. 

In each zone, the sources that are allowed are activated. It is possible to activate all of them at the same time 
since the priority level of the available sources and amplifiers will determine the source activated in each case. 

Example: ZONE 1 
In 1: Yes 
In 2: Yes 
In 3: Yes 
In 4 MIX: No 

The default active source in this case is input #3, because sources #1 and #2 will be waiting for activation. If 
source #1 is configured as BGM, this configuration will not make sense since the activated source will always 
be source #1, and the sources #2 and #3 will never be active. 

.4.3.3. Monitor 

Monitor menu allows to visualize the state of the system in PA mode. 

In the “zones” submenu the user can visualize the source assigned to each zone in that moment and depurate 
the configuration of the entrance matrix. The user will also be able to see the output signal level (max level 0 
dB) and the label in case of being configured. 

In the inputs submenu the user can see the signal level in each moment, and the input label in case of being 
configured. 

Each possible input source has an associate number independently of the function or priority of the source: 
a) Input source 1. BGM or MIC 
b) Input source 2. BGM or MIC 
c) Input source 3. BGM 
d) Input source 4. MIX 
e) Bus ACSI 
f) Message Player 1: Evacuation 
g) Message Player 2: Alert. 

Source 0. Mute. No assigned source. 

Comentado [Juan Ayas1]: Hay que estudiar el detalle 

de lo especificado en el punto 10.2 de la norma, ya que 

pide que la indicación por zonas esté disponible sin 

ninguna acción manual. 
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.4.4. Failures and events logs. LOGs 

In this menu are the fault and emergency registers, as well as internal error records and system monitoring 
data. The information in these menus is read-only and can be accessed by any level 1 user. 

Failure and emergency records will be displayed on the main screen from the time a new entry is registered 
until manual operation by the user until 1 hour after entry. If the system returns to its normal state, the LOG 
will disappear from the main screen but it will still be accessible from the menu. 

.4.4.1. Emergency log. EMG_LOG 

Each time the emergency is activated remotely or manually, it is registered in the emergency log (max 199 
entries). 

The first line of the screen shows an index. It indicates the selected entry number, moving to the right and 
left switches the selected entry. The order of appearance is inverse, the most recent is the first one. 

In the navigable fields with the up and down arrows, the entry code, the entry date, the time and the fault 
description are displayed. 

.4.4.2. Failure Log. FLT_LOG 

This register saves system failures contemplated in the EN54 standard that the system has registered from 
the beginning, with a limit of 199 entries. The oldest entries will be erased if there are more than 199 entries.  

On the first line of the screen an index is shown to indicate the selected entry number, pushing the right and 
left buttons switches between entries. The order of appearance is inverse (the most recent one is shown first). 

In the navigable fields with the up and down arrows, the entry code, the date of entry, the time and the 
description of the event are shown. 

.4.4.3. Error log. ERR_LOG 

This register shows the failures of the system that are actually active. Unlike the previous ones, this record is 
deleted in case of system reboot. 

The errors listed in EN54 will be recorded in the Log of failures, other failures not related to the evacuation 
system will only be displayed in this record. To do this, check the documentation of error codes available for 
the installed firmware version. 

5. FAILURE INDICATORS RESOLUTION 

This chapter explains the most common possible fault indicators. In most cases the failures indicated here will 
be triggered by an error in the configuration of the equipment, so it is recommended to check the 
configuration chapter in each case. 

NOTE: See the error log chapter. 

.5.1. Speaker lines 

The system will indicate a fault in the speaker line in case a short circuit or open circuit has been detected or 
the impedance has changed by more than 15%. 

The measurable load range is between 20 and 600 Ohms. In the zone menu, you can see the calibration 
measure the user has established for each line. In case of error at the time of calibration this number will be 
0 or 9999 to indicate that the calibration is out of range. 
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If this fault occurs, check the line indicated in the system fault log. To do this, disconnect the line and measure 
the impedance of the line, between the cable terminals and between each of the ground terminals with an 
impedance measuring device. Check that the values correspond to the expected ones according to the 
number and power of the existing speakers in the line. If any of these measurements is outside the expected 
values, leave the line disconnected, and check the status of the line and speakers until the problem is detected. 

.5.2. Transmission line with CIE 

The system will indicate a transmission failure with the CIE when it detects that the transmission path is short-
circuited or disconnected. 

If this fault occurs, check that the connection between the system and the CIE has been made correctly 
according to the installation instructions. To debug the fault, disconnect the two ends of the cable connected 
between the CIE and the equipment, and measure between the terminals of the cable with a multimeter on 
the kΩ scale. If the result of the measurement is 0, the line is in short circuit. If the result is 1(inf), it means 
that it is an open line. If the result is 20kΩ in that case the line is correct. In either of the first two cases, 
replace or repair the transmission line. 

.5.3. Protection devices 

The system will indicate a protection failure when any of the internal protection devices of the equipment 
are active. 

If this fault occurs, the amplification channel/s that have the protection indicator on have overheated. In this 
case, check that the ventilation of the equipment is adequate, and check that the air inlets and outlets are 
not blocked. The equipment has protected itself to prevent a serious breakdown. It is possible that if you turn 
off the device after several minutes, it will work again. Avoid this operating mode as it can cause serious 
damage. To avoid damaging the equipment, deactivate the voice alarm zones where the fault occurred, and 
notify the support/repair service. 

.5.4. Power 

The system will indicate a power failure in any of these situations: 

1. Main power: There is a failure in the main power supply (AC power). If this fault has occurred, check 
that the network supply reaches the device. In this case, check the output of the source AC/DC, it 
must be at 15V. In this case, verify the disconnection switches are on. 

2. Backup power: The equipment monitors the charger and the battery, and it can register failures 
related to these devices. It must be considered that the battery has a lower lifetime than the system. 

If the battery is continuously discharged, the device will indicate a battery failure and will not charge it until 
a minimum voltage level is reached in the battery. In the monitoring menu the user can see the current battery 
voltage, below 10.5V it will not be charged. In order to try to recover the battery, the user must use a specific 
charger (always under supervision). 
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.5.4.1. Power indicators 

Internal check (only trained personnel): In AC 2 green LED indicators will glow continuously, one of them in 
the center of the power board (left upper 
square in the image) and another one in the 
control board marked as 3V3 indicating that 
there is power. A yellow LED in the center of the 
power board (left square) means: 
a) Blinking: the current limiter is being 
activated 
b) Fixed: Amplifier power is deactivated. It may 
occur because the equipment cover is opened 
or because the system is protecting itself from 
the temperature. 
In the input power (right square in the image), 
there is a green LED that gets activated when 
the device is getting power from the battery.  

.5.5. System 

The device will indicate a system failure when a problem has been produced in the software or memory 
execution. If after several restarts of the system the problem persists, please report the problem to the 
support team. 

6. MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

The equipment requires a periodic reduced maintenance. 

Periodicity of the maintenance shall be adjusted depending on the installation conditions of the equipment. 
It is recommended to establish a maximum of one-year periods. 

Operations: 
a) Check the error log searching failure events. 
b) Clean air inputs and outputs of the equipment with a vacuum cleaner. 
c) Check the connections of the equipment and the grounding connection. 
d) Make system tests, evacuation simulation, etc., to verify the correct operation of the whole system. 

 

Ilustración 13: Leds alimentación 
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7. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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8. Annex A: EN 54-16 functions 

ONE controller implements all the obligatory functions to accomplish the EN54-16:2008 standard. It includes 
the following optional functions: 

a) Audible notice 
b) Phase evacuation 
c) Voice alarm condition manual silence 
d) Manual restart of the voice alarm condition 
e) Exit of voice alarm condition 
f) CIE transmisión fault indication 
g) Voice alarm zones fault indication 
h) Voice alarm manual control(*) 
i) Interface to external control devices  
j) Redundant power amplifiers 

Auxiliar functions 
a) BGM program distribution 
b) Zone microphones call management 
c) Digital processing of independent audio signal by I/O channel. 
d) Pre-recorded messages player 
e) LDA Sound Enhancer 
f) Recording output 
g) Attenuator control output 
h) Input parametric equalizer (3 bands per channel) 
i) 7 band output parametric equalizer 
j) Loudness compensation 
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9. Annex B: Register contents 

.9.1. Emergency register. Pending 

a) EMG State ACTIVE(Local) 
b) EMG State ACTIVE(Remote) 
c) EMG State RESET 
d) EMG State ACK 
e) EVAC MSG ON (Zone X) 
f) EVAC MSG OFF (Zone X) 
g) ALERT MSG ON (Zone X) 
h) ALERT MSG OFF (Zone X) 
i) EMIC ON (Zone X) 
j) EMIC OFF (Zone X) 

.9.2. Failure codes. 

ID ID (hex) Desc 

1001 03E9 Communication error with motherboard expander 

1002 03EA Front equipment expander error  

1003 03EB Motherboard HUB I2C error 

1004 03EC Amplifier board 1 ISL expander error 

1005 03ED LCD frontal screen error 

1006 03EE ADAU motherboard error 

1007 03EF Motherboard ADC/DAC codec error 

1008 03F0 Phy ethernet module error 

1009 03F1 RTCC error 

1010 03F2 Watchdog restart 

1011 03F3 User buttons error 

1012 03F4 Error when recovering DAM component parameters 

1013 03F5 Error when recovering ONE_SYS component parameters 

1014 03F6 Error when recovering ONE_SYS component parameters 

1015 03F7 SD card error 

1016 03F8 SD card format error 

1017 03F9 Flash memory error 

1018 03FA Flash internal memory format error 

1019 03FB USB host port error 

1020 03FC USB host format port error 

1021 03FD USB client port error 

1022 03FE Date/hour error 

1023 03FF ADC CIE conversor error 

1024 0400 Input Z1 CIE error 

1025 0401 Input Z2 CIE error 

1026 0402 Input Z3 CIE error 
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1027 0403 Input Z4 CIE error 

1028 0404 Input Z5 CIE error 

1029 0405 Input Z6 CIE error 

1030 0406 Input Z7 CIE error 

1031 0407 Input Z8 CIE error 

1032 0408 Input RST CIE error 

1033 0409 Input EMG CIE error 

1034 040A CIE link error 

1035 040B ACSI bus power error 

1036 040C ACSI device 1 link error 

1037 040D ACSI device 2 link error 

1038 040E ACSI device 3 link error 

1039 040F ACSI device 4 link error 

1040 0410 ACSI device 5 link error 

1041 0411 ACSI device 6 link error 

1042 0412 ACSI device 7 link error 

1043 0413 ACSI device 8 link error 

1044 0414 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 1 

1045 0415 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 2 

1046 0416 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 3 

1047 0417 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 4 

1048 0418 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 5 

1049 0419 Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 6 

1050 041A Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 7 

1051 041B Error: noise in communications with ACSI device 8 

1052 041C Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 1 

1053 041D Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 2 

1054 041E Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 3 

1055 041F Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 4 

1056 0420 Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 5 

1057 0421 Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 6 

1058 0422 Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 7 

1059 0423 Error: EMG microphone in ACSI device 8 

1060 0424 Error AC main power 

1061 0425 Error battery power 

1062 0426 Error gain test amplifier 1 

1063 0427 Error gain test amplifier 2 

1064 0428 Protection error amplifier 1 

1065 0429 Protection error amplifier 2 

1066 042A Error ready amplifier 1 

1067 042B Error ready amplifier 2 
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1068 042C Error overheat amplifier 1 

1069 042D Error overheat amplifier 2 

1070 042E Amplifier 1 temperature sensor error 

1071 042F Amplifier 2 temperature sensor error 

1072 0430 Error: short circuit line 1 supervision 

1073 0431 Error: short circuit line 2 supervision 

1074 0432 Error: short circuit line 3 supervision 

1075 0433 Error: short circuit line 4 supervision 

1076 0434 Error: short circuit line 5 supervision 

1077 0435 Error: short circuit line 6 supervision 

1078 0436 Error: short circuit line 7 supervision 

1079 0437 Error: short circuit line 8 supervision 

1080 0438 Error: open circuit line 1 supervision 

1081 0439 Error: open circuit line 2 supervision 

1082 043A Error: open circuit line 3 supervision 

1083 043B Error: open circuit line 4 supervision 

1084 043C Error: open circuit line 5 supervision 

1085 043D Error: open circuit line 6 supervision 

1086 043E Error: open circuit line 7 supervision 

1087 043F Error: open circuit line 8 supervision 

1088 0440 Error: invalid supervision measures line 1 

1089 0441 Error: invalid supervision measures line 2 

1090 0442 Error: invalid supervision measures line 3 

1091 0443 Error: invalid supervision measures line 4 

1092 0444 Error: invalid supervision measures line 5 

1093 0445 Error: invalid supervision measures line 6 

1094 0446 Error: invalid supervision measures line 7 

1095 0447 Error: invalid supervision measures line 8 

1096 0448 Error: battery connection non-detected 

1097 0449 Error: non-valid battery (battery test failure) 

1098 044A Error: not enough voltage in battery 

1099 044B Temperature error in battery 

1100 044C Timeout error in battery charge 

1101 044D Error: no evacuation messages installed 

1102 044E Error: some of the evacuation messages damaged 

1103 044F Error: no alert messages installed 

1104 0450 Error: some of the alert messages damaged 

1105 0451 Error "intrusion" detected in the equipment (opened cover) 
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.9.3. System events 

 

ID ID (hex) Desc 

501 01F5 System launch 

502 01F6 Equipment error reset 

503 01F7 Log ERR erase 

504 01F8 Log EMG erase 

505 01F9 Log FLT erase 

506 01FA Attempt to reset the ACSI bus power fuse 

507 01FB Actualized firmware 

508 01FC Factory reset 

509 01FD Flash memory formatted 

510 01FE Factory reset during equipment launch 

511 01FF Motherboard V1 detected 

512 200 Motherboard V2 detected 

513 201 Amplifier board V2 detected 

514 202 Amplifier board V3 detected 

515 203 Amplifier board V4 detected 
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10. Annex C: Cable section for speaker lines 

Table 1 shows the maximum advisable distances for 100 V speaker lines. The type of cable used for the 
calculations is bifilar with copper conductor. The values shown can be used as a planning guide, but the 
installer is responsible of performing the final calculations appropriate to each case. 

The output powers of typical amplification channels, with constant voltage 100V in effective watts (rms), are 
expressed in the table. The maximum length for lines of 70V is half of that reflected in the table. 

 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

Table 1: Cable section for 100V lines 

Legend: 

• AWG (American Wire Gauge):  Classification of wire diameters following USA standard. 

• mm: Wire diameter (mm) 

• mm2: Cable section area (mm2)  

See. 0.5 
08-2018 


